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DNX COMMUNITY
The World's First Decentralised Autonomous Platform for Digital Nomads

and the Global Remote Workforce that exists on the Blockchain.

“The remote worker phenomenon has exploded in the last couple of years and this

growth is expected to accelerate. We are set to see over a billion remote workers by

2035 ..”

The Nomad Community is the world’s first Digital Nomad platform that is built inside the

Ethereum Blockchain.

We have created a decentralised fully autonomous platform for the remote worker

community. Building an economy that will disrupt an industry that is growing at a

tremendous rate. We are providing a robust network on top of the Ethereum blockchain

that lets everyone utilise the services and at the same time share in the growth of the

underlying currency and economic model.

- A COUNTRY AND ECONOMY ON THE INTERNET FOR DIGITAL NOMADS AND THE REMOTE

WORKFORCE THAT LIVES ON THE BLOCKCHAIN -
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INTRODUCTION

Have you ever found yourself reading a book or article or listening to a podcast about

revolutionary new technologies such as Google and Facebook, and regretting not having

had the opportunity to get involved in the early stages, when participating had a low

barrier to entry?

The internet has made everything more accessible, including the ability to get involved

with industry-disrupting technologies that you wouldn't normally have access to unless

your roommate happened to be the world's next tech billionaire.

Today, there is a new opportunity to get involved with a similarly-radical revolution,

centered on blockchain technology.

ABSTRACT

The Nomad Community is an automated economy that lives inside the Ethereum

Blockchain. Nomad Tokens are bought off the Nomad Smart Contract during the creation

phase. A decentralised global ledger combined with a token that’s required to use the

ledger aligns incentives and creates intense product engagement. Our Network becomes

more useful as more users join and demand for the token increases as a result, bringing

expanded benefits to all.

OUR VISION

Our vision is to create a sustainable decentralised platform for the remote worker

community. Providing an extremely easy-to-use network on top of the Ethereum
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blockchain that lets everyone utilise the services and at the same time share in the growth

of the underlying currency model.

The Nomad Network will let organisations opt-in to it and use our services, and the

services provided by the community. Our governance system will decide which services

are provided, their cost, and other parameters.

> MORE INFO <

THE BLOCKCHAIN

Blockchain technology creates a decentralised digital public record of transactions that is

secure, anonymous, tamper proof & immutable.

Instead of a bank or other intermediary maintaining a private database of records,

blockchain technology makes all records public.

> MORE INFO <

THE PROBLEM

People the world over are opting for a new lifestyle that remodels their lives and allows

them freedom of movement while building and running businesses, working as

freelancers, or working for organisations remotely.

This is the Digital Nomad or Remote Worker movement.

This community is changing the global economy at an ever-increasing pace, and it is not

slowing down. But they are faced with some unique challenges.
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They lose large parts of their income to expensive intermediaries, fluctuating exchange

rates, and a lack of resources and a single unifying platform to help them attend to their

unique needs as digital nomads and remote workers.

OUR SOLUTION

We have created a decentralised autonomous organisation (Community), geared at

providing a platform where Digital Nomads and Remote Workers can thrive and build

successful businesses. Our platform is based on the Blockchain, and brings with it all the

benefits of a technology set to radically change our world.

Our business model is based on this free-to-use platform being run on our own Nomad

Coin (DNX - Digital Nomad Network Token) cryptocurrency, the very technology set to

change the face of the modern economy and hailed by prominent investors like Tim

Draper as the future of our monetary system.

Our currency is based inside the Ethereum Blockchain, so it’s easy to get your money out

when you need to, no questions asked, and no middlemen to take a percentage of money

that you earned.

A few examples of the services offered inside the DNX Community:

● find work or search for freelancers;

● Upskill or present training courses.

● find a place to stay and work, book the best inexpensive flights;

● find a transport rental in your city;

● start your online shop in our own marketplace;

● promote your events, or join those of others;

● buy and sell tickets;
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● chat, meet, and share - there is even a dating site on the platform!

As a value-added benefit aimed at maximising our community offerings, every member of

the Digital Nomad community will receive their own debit card, which is connected to

their online Ethereum wallet. This means that they will be able to withdraw money all over

the world without even using a bank account or incurring hefty international banking fees.

This, in itself, is the single biggest problem digital nomads and remote workers are faced

with. This is one major problem that Nomad Community aims to solve.

Thanks to the services on our Network being run on Nomad Coins (DNX) as opposed to

fiat currency, every transaction performed on the Nomad Network strengthens our

network and token. We are creating the world’s first country and economy on the

internet!

This can mean

● no exchange rate headaches

● no expensive intermediaries

● decentralised digital public records

● secure, anonymous, tamper proof & unchangeable transactions

● A self contained economy that cannot be influenced by external players

CURRENCY AND ECONOMY

NOMAD COIN

Our economy is underpinned by the NOMADCoin. An Ethereum based ERC20 Network

Token, that facilitates all transactions inside the Network.
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DNX aims to be traded on all major CryptoCurrency Exchanges, and our planned Nomad

Debit  Card will allow the Community to seamlessly transact in all major currencies

worldwide, without the need for constant currency conversions. No more expensive

exchange rates, no more waiting for your money. Efficient, convenient money that grows

as the network evolves.

To break down DNX tokens, they too are multi-faceted in the sense that they represent 4

primary categories: property, utility, income/rewards and fungibility.

> MORE INFO <

● Property: DNX are an expression of IP inside a programmable token. The IP DNX

represent is derived from the content and services provided inside the network.

● Utility: DNX is also a utility token in the sense that you need DNX to operate many

of the services inside the ecosystem. Additionally, when Ethereum’s protocol is

upgraded to allow for tokens to be the gas that pushes transactions through the

network, the DNX token will achieve further utility and greater value.

● Income/Rewards: DNX manage the flow of income and rewards generated

through consumption and participation in the ecosystem that are distributed to

token holders.

● Fungibility: The most known and understood attribute of DNX, is that they are

fungible (i.e., participants can spend them on each other’s services and to fund

projects -- the foundational form of usefulness of DNX -- and prospectively, much

more).
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NOMAD DEBIT CARD

A planned CryptoCurrency debit card that allows our

Community to spend any CryptoCurrency, including

Nomad Coin, at any ATM around the world.

> MORE INFO <

THE NETWORK

IDENTITY VERIFICATION, MANAGEMENT AND TRUST

The greatest obstacle for migrating many services online is the ability to secure the data

and verify the identity of the users of that service. Currently, online authentication relies

on a password or on rare occasions the use of dual-factor authentication.

The problem with these methods are that passwords are notoriously insecure and

dual-factor authentication generally relies on sending a code over SMS or a third party

service. The solution to this problem lies inside the blockchain.

Currently, the blockchain is used to handle the ledger for a $10 billion dollar currency.

However, the same cryptographic principles could be applied to authentication.

By distributing a ledger among all members of the network, blockchain authentication

eliminates someone from maliciously altering the ledger. Every time a ‘transaction’ or

block of data is added to the chain a majority of the network must verify its validity.

This guarantees the integrity of the ledger. Public key encryption is then used, such as the

extremely secure RSA encryption, to securely send their credentials. The recipient verifies
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this against an entry in the immutable blockchain resulting in an incredibly secure and

reliable way to handle verification of identity.

These principles could be applied to transition everything from the electoral process to

state identification cards to dual-factor authentication into a secure, fast, reliable, and

readily available service.

Blockchain ID’s are a viable solution to solve the task of verifying a user is who they say

they are. Furthermore, this functionality could be expanded to do a variety of secure data

transfers on behalf of an individual. One service deeply linked with identity verification is

the sharing of identity information without the disclosure of unnecessary information.

In addition to sharing data, a user could also add data to the chain as proof of a

transaction, without giving away the original data of the transaction. Either party could

verify a document against this entry and show that it is in fact valid, enabling fast and

reliable audits of data. This methodology would be based on the principle of message

signing and hashing. Many services already use this technology to securely verify data

(such as JSON Web Tokens) while not disclosing the original data.

> MORE INFO <

SECURE MESSAGING AND COLLABORATION

NomadCHAT is a messaging platform that overcomes traditional limitations related to

identity, access control and verification, eliminates intermediaries and allows any party

involved to collaborate with other elements on the network, providing security, speed,

authenticity and verifiability.

Transfer any digital asset, send data and share information on the network quickly,

efficiently and securely.
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> MORE INFO <

REWARDS BASED PARTICIPATION

The Digital Nomad Network Token (DNX), or Nomad Coin, rewards network participation

via static proof of stake.  DNX rewards "organisational age" instead of “coin age,” thus

eliminating abuse from participants and users that do not actively contribute to the

network.

By having a static reward system, the rewards for participation are proportional to the

work every active member contributes. This discourages centralisation and promotes

network growth and health.

> MORE INFO <

CORE APPLICATIONS

PROJECT CROWDSOURCING

When individuals are granted certain responsibilities or chunks of business, the

blockchain determines which of those individuals are worthy of credit. The distribution

system will only give credit if the solutions are correct and delivered on time, cutting down

on wasted time and increasing the speed at which overall projects are completed.

This approach to group-based problem solving would be most applicable to computer

programming and other technical fields, but success in those areas could lead to a more

comprehensive use of the same system long-term.

Smart Contracts
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Eliminating any type of broker inside the environment is what the blockchain and

specifically smart contracts is all about. Our platform will constantly refine and evolve this

methodology to provide the next generation of peer-to-peer collaboration.

Dispute Resolution

Conflict resolution inside DNX is managed by smart contracts that ensures the

participants are treated fairly on both sides throughout the process. A rewards-based

independent collective will act as an escalation function if the situation does require any

intervention.

Decentralisation

Employing the Ethereum blockchain, we provide a decentralised marketplace for

freelancers and employers to ensure a trust-less workflow and eliminate disputes around

delivery, milestones and payments on the platform. An efficient automated, decentralised,

smart contract enabled process.

> MORE INFO <

TRAVEL AND STAY

Our Travel & Stay service will use the blockchain to create a faster and more flexible

platform that will offer a host of ancillary services on top of our traditional offerings.

This will give our partners greater flexibility in the way they distribute their products and

services and will allow them to offer additional services not currently available through

traditional channels. This will include customer-specific bundles that include priority

booking, loyalty incentives and additional services.

> MORE INFO <
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ON-DEMAND LEARNING AND EDUCATION

A new system inside the Blockchain is proposed to record, house, curate, secure, and

distribute evidence of learning. Nomad Learning Network, where every individual is a

lifelong registrar.

Open Badges gather evidence for credentials, creating a tamper-proof system for storage

and retrieval of achievements. The blockchain offers a way to deal with authentic

accreditation, which allows the problems of openness, scale and cost for badges to

disappear.

> MORE INFO <

MULTI-VENDOR E-COMMERCE

For a Digital Nomad that wants to offer unique products that they come across their

travels, it might not make sense to have to run, manage and maintain their own online

shop. So we created a hassle-free multi-vendor platform to showcase, promote and sell

products for Nomads. You simply add your products and watch your token balance

increase.

> MORE INFO <

EVENT MANAGEMENT

Our Event platform brings event management and ticket sales to the blockchain, with the

aim of eliminating uncontrolled resale and counterfeit tickets. It allows event organisers

to create, manage and promote their events and tickets at reduced costs, letting them set

price controls and receive commissions on ticket resales.
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It also gives ticket buyers rewards for promoting events, and identifying fraudulent

activity. We aim to bring oversight and transparency to the event management and

ticketing lifecycle, security to the transfer and validity of tickets, new revenue streams for

event organisers and greater promotional capabilities.

> MORE INFO <

TOKEN CONTRACT

More information is available inside our Smart Contracts Section, and you can see the

contracts inside Github directly.

PRE-SALE TOKEN CONTRACT

https://digitalnomad.community/smart-contracts/ > pre-sale.sol

TOKENSALE CONTRACT

https://digitalnomad.community/smart-contracts/ > crowd-sale.sol

COMMUNITY CONTRACT

https://digitalnomad.community/smart-contracts/ > doa.sol

FAQ

Our FAQ is available on the website, and you can ask us questions inside our NomadCHAT

platform.

ROADMAP
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For more insight into where we are at any point in time, please see our Roadmap on the

website.

IN THE NEWS

● The Nomad Community Launches the DNX Community Platform, Built Inside Ethereum

Blockchain.

● 3 Essential Tips for First Time CryptoCurrency Traders

● Does the Growing Use of Cryptocurrency Mean It’s Time to Say Bye to Cash?

● Ethereum & Bitcoin – Two Provocative Concepts and What Sets Them Apart

● Blockchain – Believe in Cryptographic Proof Instead of Trust

● Yes or No on Considering a Startup Cryptocurrency Company

● CryptoCurrencies Killer Feature: The Smart Contract

● Initial Coin Offerings Mania – A blessing in Disguise or a Curse?

● Cryptocurrency and Your Small Business: What You Need To Know

● What is All The Fuss Around ICO? (Explained In Simple Language)

● Women's roles in society

● The DNX Community Playing their Card Right

● What Are The Business Benefits of Cryptocurrency

● A New Way of Reinventing Money – Cryptocurrency

● Breaking the Rules with Decentralized Systems: Bitcoin & Ethereum

● Be Part of a Groundbreaking Movement with the Nomad Community

● A New Way of Reinventing Money – Cryptocurrency

● A New Trend in the Virtual Workforce with - The Nomad Community

● "Cashless" Society and the Future of Money

● Marketers Media - The Nomad Community Welcomes David Drake, CEO of The Soho Loft, As Chief

Strategic Advisor

● Fox 8 The Nomad Community Welcomes David Drake, CEO of The Soho Loft, As Chief Strategic

Advisor

● NBC - The Nomad Community Welcomes David Drake, CEO of The Soho Loft, As Chief Strategic

Advisor
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● The Financial Revolution And The Many Benefits It Brings: Cryptocurrency & Blockchain

Technology

● DNX Partner's with Coinomi, Fintech's finest security-first multi-asset cryptocurrency wallet.

MORE INFORMATION

These resources will explain some of the finer aspects of our initiative

The Nomad Community voted as one of

the most innovative blockchain startups to

watch in 2018 !

The Stories we tell about money

19 Industries the Blockchain will disrupt

Our Vision

About the DOA

Tokensale FAQ

Bounty Program

Creating a wallet

Depositing FIAT Currency

Updates

Ethereum, The World Computer

Our Media Channel

What is an ICO ?

Moas Predicts

$100 of Bitcoin in 2010 is worth $75

Million Today

Ethereum has three times more nodes

than Bitcoin

Why Ethereum is outpacing Bitcoin

Bill Gates highlights the utility of Digital

Currency

Ethereum could be worth more than

Bitcoin soon
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RESOURCES

Website https://digitalnomad.community

Token Structure https://goo.gl/syhcQF

Business Plan https://goo.gl/Z74noJ

Collaborate https://chat.digitalnomad.community

Private Sale https://digitalnomad.community/private-sale/

Whitelist https://digitalnomad.community/token-sale/whitelist/

Early Participants https://digitalnomad.community/pre-sale/

Sale Contributions https://digitalnomad.community/sale-contributions/

Roadmap https://digitalnomad.community/project-roadmap/

Official Tokensale https://digitalnomad.community/token-sale/

Nomad Coin https://etherscan.io/token/0x99fB32FBB6E20910a13c00A475327d40dC5319E7

Token Info https://goo.gl/Nq15Fh

Core Team https://digitalnomad.community/our-core-team/

LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/groups/7428313

FAQ’s https://digitalnomad.community/tokensale-faq/

Platform Rewards https://digitalnomad.community/rewards/

Github https://github.com/DNXCommunity

Twitter https://twitter.com/DNXCommunity

Google+ https://plus.google.com/+NomadCommunity

Partners https://digitalnomad.community/partners/
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Videos https://digitalnomad.community/videos/

CONCLUSION

An opportunity exists for major disruption inside an industry set for explosive growth,

that has little to no formal systems and structures defined.

Our systems are existent and well developed, which makes this project so unique. We

aim to fast-track the finalisation of the remaining implementations and grow our

organisation and ecosystem rapidly.

This is the opportunity we've been waiting for, an opportunity we will not see again in

our lifetimes.

“There will be 1 billion digital nomads by 2035” - watch now

JOIN OUR TOKEN PRIVATE SALE

DNX are only being offered for access to the Digital Nomad Community network and affiliated

services.  Financial gains are not promised or guaranteed; nor is any promise made of DNX token

exchange listing or convertibility. Token exchange facilities, if available, may be limited, and tokens

are subject to high volatility.  Tokens may lose value in the short or long term relative to other

blockchain coins/tokens or national currencies.  DNX tokens are only warranted for the

use-functionality present at the time of purchase. We deem DNX tokens not to be securities

according to U.S. and similar securities laws, but your local securities laws may dictate otherwise.

We advise you to consult with a local securities attorney before buying.
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